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Abstract
The structure of the Euler-Lagrange equations for a general Lagrangian theory
(e.g. singular, with higher derivatives) is studied. For these equations we present
a reduction procedure to the so-called canonical form. In the canonical form the
equations are solved with respect to highest-order derivatives of nongauge coordi-
nates, whereas gauge coordinates and their derivatives enter in the right hand sides
of the equations as arbitrary functions of time. The reduction procedure reveals
constraints in the Lagrangian formulation of singular systems and, in that respect,
is similar to the Dirac procedure in the Hamiltonian formulation. Moreover, the
reduction procedure allows one to reveal the gauge identities between the Euler-
Lagrange equations. Thus, a constructive way of nding all the gauge generators
within the Lagrangian formulation is presented. At the same time, it is proven that
for local theories all the gauge generators are local in time operators.
1 Introduction
At present increasingly complicated gauge models are used in eld and string theory. Gen-
erally a comprehensive analysis of their structure is not a simple task. In the Lagrangian
formulation the problem includes, in particular, nding generators of gauge symmetries
and their algebra, revealing the hidden structure of the equations of motion and so on. One
ought to say that in the Hamiltonian formulation there exists a relatively well-developed
scheme of constraint nding (Dirac procedure [?]) and reorganization [?, ?, ?, ?]. The
constraint structure can be, in principle, related to the symmetry properties of the initial
gauge theory in the Lagrangian formulation [?]. However, in the general case, this relation
cannot be considered as a constructive method to study the Lagrangian symmetries (it is
indirect and complicated). Moreover, the modern tendency is to avoid the non-covariant
hamiltonization step and to use the Lagrangian quantization [?] for constructing quantum
theory. Such an approach incorporates all the Lagrangian structures (in particular, the
total gauge algebra). That is why it seems important to develop a reduction procedure
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within the Lagrangian formulation { in a sense similar to the Dirac procedure in the
Hamiltonian formulation { that may allow one in a constructive manner to reveal the
hidden structure of the Euler-Lagrange equations (ELE) of motion and to nd all the
gauge identities and therefore the generators of all the gauge transformations. An idea of
such a procedure was rst mentioned in publications of the authors (D.G and I.T) [?, ?]
(see also Appendix C in [?]), but was not appropriately elaborated and some important
points where not revealed.
In the present paper we return to this idea studying the structure of the ELE for a
general Lagrangian theory (singular, with higher derivatives, and with external elds). In
Sect. II we introduce some notation and denitions. In Sect. III, we reduce the ELE of
nonsingular theories to the so called canonical form (in the canonical form the equations
are solved with respect to highest-order derivatives of nongauge coordinates, whereas,
gauge coordinates and their derivatives enter in the right hand sides of the equations as
arbitrary functions of time, see below). In Sect. IV we formulate the reduction procedure
for the singular case. In a sense, the reduction procedure reveals constraints in the
Lagrangian formulation of singular systems and, in that respect, is similar to the Dirac
procedure in the Hamiltonian formulation. In Sect. V we demonstrate how the reduction
procedure reveals the gauge identities between the ELE. Thus, a constructive way of
nding all the gauge generators within the Lagrangian formulation is presented. At the
same time it is proven that for local theories all the gauge generators are local in time
operators. In the Appendix we collect some Lemmas being useful for our consideration.
2 General ELE
2.1 Notation, definitions, and conventions
We consider a system with nite degrees of freedom (classical mechanics). These degrees
of freedom are described by the generalized coordinates qa, a = 1, ..., n, which depend on
the time t. The following notation is used:
_qa = dqadt , q¨a = d2qadt2 ,    , or qa[l] = dlqadtl , l = 0, 1, ..., (qa[0] = qa . (1)
The coordinates qa = qa[0] are called sometimes velocities of zeroth order; the velocities
_qa = qa[1] are called velocities of the rst order; the accelerations q¨a = qa[2] are called
velocities of second order, and so on. The space of all the velocities is often called the jet
space, see [?].
As local functions (LF) we call those functions that are dened on the jet space and
depend on the velocities qa[l] up to some nite orders Na  0 (l  Na). Further, we call
Na the order of the coordinate q
a in the LF. For the LF we use the following notation1:
F (qa, _qa, q¨a, ...) = F
(






, q[l] = (qa[l], 0  l  Na),





(   qa[Na] . (2)
In the latter form, we indicate only the highest-order derivatives in the arguments of the
LF.
1The functions F may depend on time explicitly, however, we do not include t in the arguments of
the functions.
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The following notation is often used: [a] is the number of the indices a, namely, if
a = 1, ...n, then [a] = n. Similarly, suppose Fa (η) , a = 1, ..., n are some functions, then
[F ] is the number of these functions, [F ] = n, etc. . However dierently, writing qa[l] we
denote by [l] the order of the time derivatives, see (1).






where K is a nite number and ukAa are some LF. The LO act on columns of LF fa


























fa + ddtQ , (5)






= U^ab holds true.
Suppose a set of LF FA

   qa[NAa ]

, or a set of equations FA

   qa[NAa ]

= 0 , be
given. In the general case the orders NAa of the coordinates q
a in the functions FA (in the
equations FA = 0) are dierent, i.e. these orders depend both on a and A. The number
Na = maxANAa is called the order of the coordinate qa in the set of the functions FA (in
the set of the equations FA = 0).
Whenever, a subset FA0 = 0, A
0  A has orders N 0a of the coordinates less than the
corresponding orders of the complete set, namely, 8a : N 0a < Na , we call this subset the
constraint equations.








= 0 are equivalent whenever
they have the same set of solutions. In what follows we denote this fact as: F = 0 ()
f = 0.








, [F ] = [χ] , are related by some LO,
F = U^χ , χ = V^ F , U^ V^ = 1 . (6)
Then we call such functions equivalent and denote this fact as: F  χ . Obviously,
F  χ =) F = 0 () χ = 0 . (7)
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If (7) holds true, we will call the equations FA = 0 and fα = 0 strong equivalent.
In what follows we often meet the case where






, A = (α,G) ; 8G : 0G  0 .
Here the equivalence F  χ implies the equivalence of the equations F = 0 and f = 0
and the existence of the identities V^GAFA  0. Namely,
.(9)
F  χ =)

F = 0 () f = 0
V^GAFA  0 .
2.2 ELE
Below we restrict our consideration to the Lagrange functions L that are LF on the jet
space, and depend on some external coordinates (elds) uµ (we call the coordinates uµ
external ones in contrast to the coordinates qa , which we call inner coordinates) which
are some given functions of time. Thus,
L = L
(   qa[Na]; uµ , a = 1, ..., n, Na  0. (10)
The orders Na of the inner coordinates q
a in the Lagrange function will be called further
the proper orders of the coordinates. Coordinates qa with the proper orders Na = 0, we
call the degenerate coordinates [?].
Equations of motion of a Lagrangian theory (the ELE) follow from the action principle
δS = 0, S =
R




(−ddt)l ∂L∂qa[l] = 0 , a = 1, ..., n . (11)
Following [?], we classify the Lagrangian theories as nonsingular (M 6= 0) and singular
(M = 0) ones by the help of the generalized Hessian M = det jjMa bjj, where
Ma b = ∂
2L∂qa[Na]∂qb[Nb] (12)
is the generalized Hessian matrix.
In what follows the ELE of a nonsingular (singular) theory will be called the nonsingular
(singular) ELE.
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Sometimes, it is convenient to enumerate the inner coordinates and organize them
into groups such that qa = (qa0 , ..., qaI ) , where ai are groups of indices that enumerate
coordinates having the same proper orders, Nak = nk . Besides, we organize these groups
such that nI > nI−1    > n0 = 0 (max Na = NaI = nI , and qa0 are the degenerate
coordinates, Na0 = n0 = 0 ). Thus,
a = (ak , k = 0, 1, ..., I) , [a] =
X
i
[ai] , [ai]  0 , nI > nI−1    > n0 = 0 . (13)
Taking into account the notation (13), we may write the Lagrange function and the ELE
as:
L = L
(   qak[nk]; uµ , k = 0, 1, ..., I ; (14)
Fak





(   qb[Nb+nk−1];   uµ[nk] , k = 1, ..., I
Ma0
(   qb[Nb]; uµ = ∂L/∂qa0 . (16)
HereMak b is the generalized Hessian matrix andKak andMa0 are some LF of the indicated
arguments.
Consider the orders of the inner coordinates in the complete set of the ELE. These
orders are Na = Na + nI . One can see that these orders are, in fact, dened by a subset
of (15) with k = I . In any subset of the equations (15) with k < I the orders of the
coordinates are less than in the complete set. Then according to the above denition, all
the ELE with k < I are constraints. The set (15) has the following specic structure: In
each equation of the complete set the order of a coordinate qa is the sum of the proper
order Na and of the order nk . The latter is the same for all the coordinates and depends
only on the number ak of the equation.
2.3 Canonical form
Let a set of equations
FA
(   qa[Na] = 0 , (17)
be given. Suppose that these equations can be transformed to the following equivalent
form:
qα[lα] = ϕα
(   qα[lα−1];    qg[lg] , qa = (qα, qg) , a = (α, g) , la  Na . (18)
The equation (18) present the canonical form of the initial set (17). In the canonical
form the equations are solved with respect to the highest-order time derivatives qα[lα] of
the coordinates qα. The coordinates qg (if they exist) and their derivatives qg[lg] enter
into the set (18) as arbitrary functions of time. In fact, there are no equations for these
coordinates. In what follows we call these coordinates the gauge coordinates whereas qα
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we call the nongauge coordinates. The orders of the coordinates in the canonical forms
may be less than those in the initial set. In the general case, one and the same set of
equations can have dierent canonical forms. Generally there are many canonical form of
the same set of equations.
Below, we are going to formulate a general procedure of reducing the ELE to the
canonical form (in what follows it is called the reduction procedure). Our consideration is
always local in a vicinity of a given consideration point q
a[l]
0 (in the jet space), which is on
shell w.r.t. the ELE. We consider theories and coordinates where the consideration point
could be selected as zero point. Thus, we suppose that the zero point is on shell. Further
we always suppose that the ranks of the encountered Jacobi matrices2 are constant in a
vicinity of the consideration point. Such suppositions we call "suppositions of the ranks".
Saying that some suppositions hold true in the consideration point, we always suppose that
they hold true in a vicinity of the consideration point. In course of the reduction procedure
we perform several typical transformations with LF or with the corresponding equations.
Each of such transformations lead to equivalent sets of equations or to equivalent sets of
LF (denitions of such equivalences are given above). The proof of these equivalences is
based on two Lemmas which are presented in the Appendix. Any statement of the form
"the following equivalence holds true" can be easily justied by these Lemmas.
3 Canonical form of nonsingular ELE
3.1 A particular case
Consider theories without external coordinates and with only two dierent proper orders
of the inner coordinates. In such a case all the indices a can be divided into two groups:
a = (a1, a2) , such that Na2 = n2 > Na1 = n1 , L = L
(   qa2[n2],    qa1[n1] . Consider rst
the case n1 > 0. Then Eqs. (15) can be written as:
Fa2 = Ma2 aq
a[Na+n2] +Ka2
(   qb[Nb+n2−1] = 0 , (19)
Fa1 = Ma1 aq
a[Na+n1] +Ka1
(   qb[Nb+n1−1] = 0 . (20)
The equations (20) are constraints. Consider the set
Ma1 aq
a[Na+n2] +K(1)a1
(   qb[Nb+n2−1] = 0 , (21)
obtained from the constraints after being n2 − n1 times dierentiated with respect to the
time t. Since M 6= 0, the rectangular matrix Ma1 a has a maximal rank, that is why there




























2A retangular matrix with elements ∂Aα/∂xi is often denoted as ∂A/∂x and called the Jacobi matrix.
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(   qb[Nb+n2−1] . (24)
Here the matrices M1 and M3 are dened by the following block representation of the
matrix M :
, det Ma1bj1 6= 0 =) det M1 6= 0 .(25)
Mab =
 
(M2)a2 bj1 (M4)a2 bj2
(M1)a1 bj1 (M3)a1 bj2
!
, det Ma1bj1 6= 0 =) det M1 6= 0 .













(   qb[Nb+n2−1] = 0 . (26)












= detM1 det(M4 −M2M−11 M3) ,
which is related to the Gaussian reduction of matrices [?], we get:




=) det M5 6= 0, M5 = M4 −M2M−11 M3 .








































= 0 , (30)















= 0 , (31)
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which is strong equivalent to the initial ELE by virtue of the Lemma 1.




















(   qb[Nb+n2−1]
 faj1
















exceeding the "allowed" order
h
Nbj1 + n1 − 1
i











from the right hand side of (30) by the
help of (32) and corresponding derivatives of it. To this end we need to dierentiate (32)
not more than n2 − n1 − 1 times. Finally, we obtain the following strong equivalent form

































It is just the canonical form. Taking into account the division of the indices w.r.t. proper
orders of the coordinates, one gets:
qa2j2[2n2] = fa2j2
(   qb2j2[2n2−1],    qb1j2[n1+n2−1],    qb2j2[n2+n1−1],    qb1j1[2n1−1] ,
qa1j2[n1+n2] = fa1j2
(   qb2j2[2n2−1],    qb1j2[n1+n2−1],    qb2j1[n2+n1−1],    qb1j1[2n1−1] ,
qa2j1[n2+n1] = fa2j1
(   qb2j2[n1+n2],    qb1j2[2n1],    qb2j1[n2+n1−1],    qb1j1[2n1−1] ,
qa1j1[2n1] = fa1j1
(   qb2j2[n1+n2],    qb1j2[2n1],    qb2j1[n2+n1−1],    qb1j1[2n1−1] . (34)






















One ought to mention that the canonical form (34) was obtained in [?]. However, the
procedure that was used for that purpose did not provide the proof of the equivalence
between the initial ELE and the form (34).
Suppose now that the Lagrange function contains degenerate coordinates qa0 , a =
(a0, a1) . Thus, L = L
(
qa0 ,    qa1 [n1] and the ELE read:
Fa1 Ma1 aqa[Na+n1] +Ka1
(   qb[Nb+n1−1] = 0 , (35)
Fa0  ∂L∂qa0 = Ma0
(   qb[Nb] = 0 . (36)
Despite these equations are formally dierent from the above case, the whole procedure
of reductions goes through without any essential change. In fact, dierentiating Eq. (36)
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n1 times, one obtains
Ma0 aq
a[Na+n1] +K(1)a0
(   qb[Nb+n1−1] = 0, (37)













































one ends up again with Eqs. (34) but now with n2 ! n1, n1 ! 0 (by convention:
qb1j1[−1]  0).
3.2 General nonsingular ELE
Consider the general nonsingular ELE. Here the Lagrange function may contain some
degenerate inner coordinates, higher derivatives of some inner coordinates, and, moreover,
may depend on some external coordinates, L = L
(   qa[Na]; uµ , Na  0 . Thus, we are
going to deal with the nonsingular ELE of the form (15). Our aim is to present these
equations in an equivalent canonical form.
Theorem 1: The nonsingular ELE (15) can be transformed to the
following equivalent canonical form:
faijk = qaijk[ni+nk] − ϕaijk

   qbjjk−[nj+nk−−1],    qbjjk+ [nj+nk];   uµ[nk]

= 0 ,
I  k+  k + 1, k  k−  0, i, j, k = 0, 1, ..., I , (39)
where the indices of the coordinates are divided into groups as follows: a =

























Moreover, the equivalence F  f between the corresponding LF holds true.
That implies
Fa = U^abf
b , f b = V^ baFa , U^abV^
bc = δca ,
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where U^ and V^ are LO. Besides, that implies the strong equivalence between the
ELE and their canonical form (39).
The proof of the Theorem 1 may be considered, in fact, as the general reduction
procedure to the canonical form for the nonsingular ELE.
It is reasonable to divide the reduction procedure into two parts. These parts may be
called conditionally "the preliminary resolution", and "the subordination procedure".
Preliminary resolution
Let us introduce the notation a = (a, aI) , a = (ak , k = 0, 1, ..., I − 1) , Na < nI ,
such that the ELE read:
FaI
(   qb[Nb+nI ];   uµ[nI ] = MaI bqb[Nb+nI ] +KaI (   qb[Nb+nI−1];   uµ[nI ] = 0 , (40)
Fa

   qb[Nb+Na];   uµ[Na]

= 0 . (41)
Recall that the equations (41) can be considered as constraints.
The rst step of the procedure is the following: We consider the consistency condi-
tions of the constraints. Namely, we consider the equations that are obtained from the
constraints by dierentiating them nI − na times,
F
[nI−Na]
a = Ma bq
b[Nb+nI ] +K(1)a
(   qb[Nb+nI−1];   uµ[nI ] = 0 . (42)
Here K
(1)
a are some LF of the indicated arguments. Remark that the orders of all the
coordinates in the set (42) coincide with the ones in the complete set. For M 6= 0, the
matrix
∂F [nI−Na]a ∂q
b[Nb+nI ] = ∂2L∂qa[Na]∂qb[Nb] = Ma b (43)
is invertible. At the same time, the rectangular matrix Ma a has the maximal rank [a].









= [aI ] , det Maa¯ 6= 0 . (44)






















= [aI ] ,
X
i
[ai] = [a] = [a] .
Due to (44), the set (42) can be solved with respect to the derivatives qa¯[Na¯+nI ] as:














(M2)aI b¯ (M4)aI bjI
(M1)a b¯ (M3)a bjI
!
.







(   qb[Nb+nI−1];   uµ[nI ] = 0 ,
M5 = M4 −M2M−11 M3 , detM5 6= 0 , (47)
where K
(2)
aI are some LF of the indicated arguments. The set (47) can be solved with

















,    qb¯[Nb¯+nI−1];   uµ[nI ]

, (48)












,    qb¯[Nb¯+nI−1];   uµ[nI ]

= 0 , (49)
Fa

   qb[Nb+Na];   uµ[Na]

= 0 , a = (ak , k = 0, 1, ..., I − 1) , Na < NI , (50)
which are strong equivalent to the initial ELE by virtue of the Lemma 1 from the
Appendix.
At the second step we turn to the subset (50). We remark that this subset has the
same structure as the complete initial set of the ELE if one considers the coordinates qa¯


























   qb¯[Nb¯+Na];   uµ1[Na]











   qb¯[Nb¯+nk−1];   uµ1[nk]

, k = 1, ..., I − 1
Ma0






Here qa¯ are the inner coordinates, and uµ1 are the external coordinates. The order of the






b¯[Nb¯+nI−1] = Ma b¯ (53)
is invertible. Thus, the structure (15,16) is repeated completely.
At the same time, the number of the inner variables, the number of the equations, and
the order of the set (51) are less than those of the initial set of the ELE (15,16).
Now, we apply the same procedure as in the rst step to the reduced set (51). That
will be the second step of the reduction procedure. It will produce equations of similar
structure with less inner variables and of lower order. After the last (I + 1)-th step the
ELE (15) may be written in the following strong equivalent form:
qaijk[ni+nk] = φaijk

   qbjjk+ [nj+nk],    qbjjk− [nj+nk−1];   uµ[nk],

,
I  k+  k + 1 , k  k−  0 , I  i, j  0 , (54)
where φaijk are some LF of the indicated arguments (the arguments    qbjjk+ [nj+nk] result
from those coordinates that intermediately have been considered as external ones), and



















= [ai] , i, k = 0, 1, ..., I .
The set (54) is still not the canonical form of the ELE. The reason is that the right
hand sides of the set contain derivatives of orders that may exceed the orders ni + nk of
the (highest) derivatives qaijk [ni+nk] appearing on the left hand side of the set. We recall
that by the denition in the canonical form there is a subordination of derivative orders,
namely, the orders of all the derivatives in the right hand sides have to be less than the
ones on the left hand side. Explicitly, this subordination would require that the following
inequalities should hold:
nj + nk+ > nj + nk ,
nj + nk− > nj + nk − 1 ,
which, because of the inequalities nI > nI−1 >   n1 > n0 , is true for the rst line and
the case k− = k of the second line, and it is denitely not true for the cases k− < k.
Arranging the equations (54) (for xed value of i) in descending order w.r.t. k, and the
arguments in the functions ϕ (for xed value of j) also in descending order w.r.t. the
value of k+ and k−, we get, when disregarding the common value nj, a quadratic matrix
whose main diagonal (i.e. elements with k = k−) contains the entries nk − 1, whereas the
entries to the left of that diagonal are equal to nk, and to the right of that diagonal are
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equal to nk − 1. Therefore, below the main diagonal occur \good" derivatives, and above
it occur \bad" derivatives not obeying the subordination requirement.
Subordination procedure
One can see that these "bad" derivatives can be excluded from the right hand sides by
the help of corresponding "lower" equations of the set and their dierential consequences
(compare Eqs. (30) and (32) for the simple case I = 2). In what follows we call such an
exclusion the subordination procedure.
In order to be more denite let us write down two arbitrary lines, ` > k, of the right
hand sides of the set of equations (54) (for the highest derivatives only):
φaij`
(






qbjjI [nj+nk], ..., qbjj`+1[nj+nk], qbjj`[nj+nk], ..., qbjjk+1[nj+nk], qbjjk[nj+nk−1], ..., qbjj0[nj+nk−1]

.
Obviously, because n` > nk all the derivatives of the equation for q
aij`[ni+n`] with
k  `−  0 are \bad" with respect to the derivatives qaijk [ni+nk] (remind `  `−  0).
However, these \bad" derivatives can be eliminated by the equations for the latter ones,
qaijk [ni+nk], and their dierential consequences up to the order n` − nk − 1. Thereby, the
function φaij` changes into some new function ~φaij` . One can see that doing this we do
not change the highest orders of derivatives of the other coordinates, both proper and
external ones, in the right hand side of the equation for qaij`[ni+n`]. (Remind, that the
derivatives of the external coordinates are uµ[n`] and uµ[nk], respectively.)
This subordination procedure, starting with ` = I may be done for any k < I, thereby
\cleaning" every entry on the right hand side of equations for qaijI [ni+nI ]. Namely, the
highest orders of derivatives on the r.h.s. become qbjjk− [ni+nk−−1] with I  k−  0 (for
the case ` = I no k+ appears). Then the procedure will be applied to the equations for
qaijI−1[ni+nI−1], and so forth, up to qaij0[ni+n0], where nothing is to be changed.
After having eliminated all the \bad" derivatives, we transformed the set (54), and
therefore the initial ELE, to the following strong equivalent (the equivalence is justied
by the Lemma 1) canonical form
qaijk [ni+nk] = ϕaijk

   qbjjk+ [nj+nk],    qbjjk− [nj+nk−−1];   uµ[nk]

,
I  k+  k + 1, k  k−  0, i, j, k = 0, 1, ..., I ,
where ϕaijk are some LF of the indicated arguments. This proves the Theorem 1.
We see that there are no gauge coordinates in the nonsingular ELE.
































One ought to remark that in the general case there exist many dierent canonical forms
of the nonsingular ELE. This uncertainty is related to the possibility of dierent choices
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of nonzero minors of a matrix with a given rank (dierent divisions of the indices ai in
course of the reduction procedure). However, as it was demonstrated above, the number
of the equations in the canonical form (which is equal to the number of the ELE in the
nonsingular case) and the number of the initial data is the same for all possible canonical
forms.
4 Canonical form of singular ELE
Studying the canonical form of nonsingular ELE, we have demonstrated that the equations
in the canonical form are solved with respect to the highest-order derivatives qaijk[ni+nk],
where ni are the proper orders of the coordinates q
ai . However, considering specic
examples, one can see that this is not always true for singular ELE. Namely, in the
canonical form of the latter case, the highest orders of the derivatives qai[l] may take on
all the values from zero to ni + I . The reduction procedure to the canonical form for the
general singular ELE is considered below. In the singular case, already after the rst step
of the reduction procedure, the ELE cease to have their initial specic structure (15,16).
Namely, the simple structure of terms with highest-order derivatives in the equations may
be lost. That is why in the singular case it is more convenient to formulate the reduction
procedure for a more general set of ordinary dierential equations, which contains the
ELE as a particular case. Namely, further we are going to consider a set of the form3:
FAµ
(   qai[i+µ] = 0 ; i = 0, 1, ..., I , µ = 0, ..., J . (55)
Here FAµ
(   qai[i+µ] are some LF. Via ai and Aµ are denoted sets of indices, [ai] 
0, [Aµ]  0 , and the complete set of the inner coordinates in Eqs. (55) is qa =
(qa0 , ..., qaI ) , a = (ai , i = 0, 1, ..., I) . The indices A = (Aµ) enumerate the equations.
In the general case the number of the indices A (the number of all the equations) is not
equal to the number of the indices a (the number of the coordinates). The division of the
indices A into the groups is not related to the division of the indices a into the groups.
The orders of the coordinates qai in the complete set (55) are: Nai = i + J . In fact,
these orders are dened by a subset of (55) with µ = J. In all the other equations with
µ < J the coordinates qai have the orders less than i+ J . Thus, the latter equations are
constraints.
Similar to the ELE (15), the set (55) has the following specic structure: In each
equation of the set the order of a coordinate qai is the sum of the proper order i and of
the order µ. The latter is the same for all the coordinates and is related to the number
of the equation in the set.
Below we consider the reduction procedure to the canonical form for the equations
(55). In fact, this reduction procedure is formulated in the proof of the Theorem 2 given
below. The Theorem 2 holds true under certain suppositions of the structure of the
functions FAµ . These suppositions are formulated as suppositions of the ranks of some
Jacobi matrices involving the functions FAµ . First of all, the complete matrix




∂qai[i+J ] , (56)
3We do not indicate here possible external coordinates.
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has to have a constant rank in a vicinity of the consideration point (one can see that the
matrix MAµ ai coincides with generalized Hessian matrix if the set (55) is the Lagrangian
one).
Theorem 2: Under certain suppositions of the ranks, the equations
(55) can be transformed to the following equivalent canonical form:
faijσ = qaijσ [i+σ] − ϕaijσ

   qajjσ− [j+σ−−1],    qajjσ+ [j+σ]

= 0 ,
i, j = 0, 1, ..., I , σ = −I, ..., J , −I  σ−  σ , σ + 1  σ+  J + 1 , (57)








  0 , σ = −I, ..., J + 1, (aijσ = 0 if i+ σ < 0 , (58)





= 0 for p < 0.
Moreover, the following equivalence between the corresponding LF holds
true:









, i = 0, 1, ..., I , σ = −I, ..., J ,











FB , FB = V^
A







where U^ and V^ are LO.
Let us make some comments to the Theorem 2. The canonical form (57) of the singular
ELE diers from that (39) of the nonsingular ELE. As was demonstrated in the previous
Sect., in the latter case the spectrum of the orders of the variables qai in the canonical
form extends from i + µmin to i + J . In the singular case, we have to admit (and one
can see this on specic examples) the spectrum extends from 0 to i + J . Under such a
supposition we can justify by the induction the structure (57) of the canonical form. One
can see from (58) that each group of the indices ai is divided in subgroups ai ! aijσ ,
σ = −I, ..., J + 1. In the canonical form the singular ELE are solved with respect to the
highest-order derivatives qaijσ [i+σ] , σ = −I, ..., J , (aijσ = 0 for i + σ < 0). There are
no equations for the coordinates qaijJ+1 . These coordinates enter the set (57) as arbitrary
functions of time. They are gauge coordinates according to the general denition. As in
the nonsingular case, it is supposed that no coordinate qakjσ in the function ϕaijσ has an
order greater than k + σ (the proper order plus σ). Besides, the order of the coordinates
qbkjσ− in the function ϕaijσ has to be less than k + σ− .
We are going to prove the Theorem 2 by induction w.r.t. N = I + J . To this end,
we consider rst equations of lower orders, then we use an induction to prove the general
case.
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4.1 Equations of lower orders
Remark that the case N = 0 implies I = J = 0 and the set (55) is reduced to form
FA (q) = 0, q = (q
a) . (61)
Here the Theorem 2 holds true by virtue of the Lemma 3 from the Appendix.
Let N = 1. That implies either I = 1, J = 0 or I = 0, J = 1 . Consider, for example,
the rst case. Here (i = 0, 1, µ = 0) and the set (55) reads
FA (q
a0 , qa1, _qa1) = 0 , [a1] > 0, [a0]  0 . (62)
In the case under consideration the supposition (56) reads:
rank ∂FA∂q
ai[i] = r . (63)



















= r, such that
det
∂FA/1∂qai/1[i] 6= 0 .
Thus, we may solve the equations FA/1 = 0 with respect to q
ai/1[i] ,













By virtue of the Lemma 2 from the Appendix, the functions FA/2 depend on q
a1 only .
Thus, we have the equivalence4
.(65)
FA  FA =

FA/1 (q





Now we suppose that the matrix ∂ FA/2/∂q
a1 has a constant rank. Therefore (see Lemma
3)
, a1 = (a1, a1) .(66)




qa1 − ϕa1 (qa¯1)
0G1

, a1 = (a1, a1) .
Let us exclude the arguments qa1 , _qa1 from the functions FA/1, by the help of the equations
qa1 = ϕa1 (qa¯1) ,
1
FA/1 (q




Then the equivalence holds true:








a0 , qa¯1 , _qa¯1)
qa1 − ϕa1 (qa¯1)
0G1
1
CA , a = (a0, a1) , a1 = (a1, a1) .
The set of functions
1
F has the same structure as the initial set F . However, the number
of the nonzero functions
1
F is less than the number of the functions F. Moreover, some of
the functions
1
F depend linearly on a part of the variables. That is why the supposition




a0 , _qa¯1) . Accepting the latter supposition we apply the above reduction
procedure to the functions
1
F and so on. After the i-th stage we have the following
equivalence:








a0 , qa¯i , _qa¯i, )
qai − ϕai (qa¯i)
0Gi
, a = (a0, a1) , a1 = (ai, ai) .





































_qa1j0 − ϕa1j0 (qa1j0 , qag0 , qag1 , _qag1 )




Denoting ak  a1j−1 , G = Gk, such that a =
(
a1j−1, a0j0, a1j0, ag

, and ag = (ag0, ag1),





_qa1j0 − ϕa1j0 (qa1j0 , qag0 , qag1 , _qag1 )
qa0j0 − ϕa0j0 (qa1j0 , qag0 , qag1 , _qag1 )




Here qag = (qag0 , qag1 ) are gauge coordinates. Thus, the Theorem 2 holds true in this case.
The case I = 0, J = 1 (i = 0, µ = 0, 1) corresponds to the equations of the form
FA1 (q
a1 , _qa1) = 0 , FA0 (q
a1) = 0 . (71)
Such equations present a particular case ([a0] = 0) of the equations FA = 0 with the LF
FA dened in (4.1). The reduction procedure for the latter case was considered above. It





, [G] = [A]− [a] + [ag] .(72)
F 
0
@ _qaj1 − ϕaj1 (qaj1 , qag , _qag)qaj0 − ϕaj0(qaj1, qag)
0G
1
A , a = (aj0, aj1, ag , [G] = [A]− [a] + [ag] .
Here qag are the gauge coordinates. Thus, the Theorem holds true in this case as well.
4.2 Equations of arbitrary orders
We have veried that the Theorem 2 holds true for N = 0, 1. Now we are going to prove
the theorem for N = I + J = K (where K is some xed number) supposing that the
theorem holds true for any N < K .




(   qai[i+J ] = 0 , i = 0, 1, ..., I , µ = 0, ..., J , (73)
which is obtained from the initial set (55) by substituting the constraints by the corre-
sponding consistency conditions (conditions obtained from the constraints FAµ by J − µ
time dierentiations). According to the supposition (56), there exists a division of the
























∂F [J−µ]Aµ/1 ∂qai/1[i+J ]
 6= 0 . (74)
Thus, we may solve the equations F
[J−µ]
Aµ/1





= 0 () qai/1[i+J ] = ϕai/1 (   qbj/1[j+J−1],    qbj/2[j+J ] . (75)
Now we pass from the functions FAJ/2 to the ones







(   qbi[i+J−1] . (76)
The fact that the functions FAJ/2 do not depend on both q
bi/1[i+J ] and qbi/2[i+J ] is based











FAν , ν = 0, ..., J − 1
1














(   qbi[i+ν] , ν = 0, ..., J − 2
F 0A0J−1
(   qbi[i+J−1] =  FAJ−1FAJ/2 .
Let us turn to the functions F 0A0ν . They have the same structure as in (55) and
correspond to the case N = I + J < K. In accordance with the induction hypothesis,
supposing, in particular, that the matrix





has a constant rank in the consideration point the following equivalence holds true:
F 0A0 
 
qaijσ [i+σ] − ϕaijσ













σ = −I, ..., J − 1, −I  σ−  σ , σ + 1  σ+  J − 1 . (78)





(   qbi[i+J ]
qaijσ [i+σ] − ϕaijσ






i, j = 0, 1, ..., I , σ = −I, ..., J − 1, −I  σ−  σ , σ + 1  σ+  J − 1 . (79)
Now we pass from the functions FAJ/1 to the ones
FAJ/1 excluding the arguments q
aijσ [pi],
pi  i+ σ, σ = −I, ..., J − 1 from the former. As a result, the following equivalence takes
place:
.(80)




(   qbijJ [i+J ],    qbijσ[i+σ−1]
qaijσ [i+σ] − ϕaijσ






The functions ~F have the same structure as in (55), however, they depend linearly on
a part of highest-order derivatives. Here the supposition of the rank for the matrix
∂ ~FA∂(q
aijJ [i+J ], qaijσ [i+σ]) , A =
(
AJ/1 , aijσ , G0

(81)
is equivalent to the same supposition for the matrix
∂ FAJ/1∂q
bijJ [i+J ] . (82)









with [aijJ ] = [AJ/1] ,
such that the equations FAJ/1 = 0 can be solved with respect to the derivatives q
aijJ [i+J ]
and we obtain, instead of the two rst lines of (4.2), the following expressions:
qaijJ [i+J ] − ϕaijJ (   qbjjJ [j+J−1],    qbjjσ [j+σ−1],    qbjjJ+1[j+J ] ,
qaijσ [i+σ] − ϕaijσ

   qbjjσ− [j+σ−−1],    qbjjσ+ [j+σ],    qbjjJ [j+σ]

,
i, j = 0, 1, ..., I , σ = −I, ..., J − 1, −I  σ−  σ , σ + 1  σ+  J − 1 .
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Now, let us put together the rst two entries of ϕaijJ as    qbjjσ [j+σ−1], −I  σ  J and
remind that for σ = J no corresponding σ+ occurs. Furthermore, let us replace the last
entry of ϕaijσ as follows:    qbjjJ [j+σ] !    qbjjJ [j+σ]    qbjjJ+1[j+σ], −I  σ  J − 1, then
we get the missing contribution to σ+ for the case under consideration. So, we end up
exactly with Eq. (57) and the Theorem 2 is proved.




then the above procedure is applied to the functions
FAJ/1 . Doing that we lower the number of the equations that are not yet reduced to the
canonical form (the equations of the type FAJ/1 = 0 ). Remark that such a diminution




= 0 . At a certain stage the procedure does
not lower the number of the above mentioned equations. This can happen when the rank
of the matrix of the type (82) is maximal, i.e. is equal to the number of the functions of
the type FAJ/1 . In such a case we may reduce them to the canonical form as was said
above. This can also happen when we do not obtain the functions of the type FAJ/1 in the
reduction procedure. That means that already at the previous step the set is reduced to
the case N = K − 1, i.e. the possibility of the reduction to the canonical form is proved.
Finally we stress that the reduction procedure is formulated for sets of equations of the
type (55) (the ELE are a particular case of such sets). The procedure holds true under
certain suppositions of ranks. These suppositions demand various Jacobi matrices of the
type ∂Fs/∂q
a[l] to have constant ranks in the vicinity of the consideration point. Here
Fs = 0 are equations obtained to a given stage of the procedure and q
a[l] are highest-order
derivatives in these equations. It is important to realize that proving the equivalence (59)
we prove at the same time the locality of the operators U^ and V^ from (60). In fact, the
latter proof is provided by the applicability of the Lemmas from the Appendix.
5 Gauge identities and action symmetries
It was demonstrated above that in the general case of singular ELE the number of the
equations in the canonical form is less than the number of the equations in the initial set
of the dierential equations. This reduction is related to the fact that in the canonical
form we retain the independent equations only, whereas the initial equations may be
dependent. The dependence of the equations in the initial set may be treated as the
existence of some identities between the initial equations. The identities between the
ELE imply the existence of gauge transformations of the corresponding action. Below we
discuss this interrelationship in detail.
First, we introduce some relevant denitions: The relation of the form
R^aFa  0 , (83)









= 0. The identity sign  means that the left hand side of (83) is zero
for any arguments q[l] .




of LO that obeys the relation (83) is called the generator of an
identity. Whenever Rˆ is a generator than n^Rˆ with some LO n^ is a generator as well. Any
linear combination n^iRˆi of some generators Rˆi with operator coecients n^
i is a generator.
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A generator Rˆ will be called nontrivial if the relation5 n^Rˆ = O^ (F ) can only be provided
by a LO n^ of the form n^ = O^ (F ) .
A set of generators Rˆi will be called independent if the relation n^
iRˆi = O^ (F ) can only
be provided by n^i of the form n^i = O^ (F ) . Identities generated by independent generators
will be called independent.












bkjaldldtl , ubkjal = −ualjbk , (84)
with arbitrary antisymmetric LF ubkjal obviously lead to the identities (83). These iden-
tities are not, however, connected to the mutual dependence of the functions Fa .
An independent set of generators Rˆg is complete whenever any generator Rˆ can be
represented in the form Rˆ = λ^gRˆg + Rˆtriv with some LO λ^
g. Any two complete sets of
independent generators Rˆg and Rˆ
0




g Rˆg0 + Rˆtriv ,where U^ is an
invertible LO.
Supposing now that Fa in Eq. (83) are functional derivatives of an action, Fa = δS/δq
a,
such that Fa = 0 are ELE. Let the functions Fa obey all the necessary suppositions of
ranks such that ELE can be reduced to the canonical form (57). Let us write here this
canonical form as follows6,
fα = qα[lα] − ϕα (   qα[lα−1];    qg[lg] = 0 , a = (α, g) , (85)
where qg are gauge coordinates. Moreover, according to the Theorem 2, there exists the
equivalence
=) Fa = U^ ba Fb , Fa = V^ baFb , U^ baV^ cb = δca , (86)





=) Fa = U^ ba Fb , Fa = V^ baFb , U^ baV^ cb = δca ,
where U^ and V^ are LO. Now we may consider the identity (83) as an equation for nding
the general form for the generator Rˆ . Using (5) we transform this problem to the one
for nding the operators ξ^a,
ξ^a Fa  0 , R^a = ξ^bV^ ab . (87)
5By O^(F ) we denote LO of the form (3) with all the LF ukAa = O(F ) , where
O(F )jF=0 = 0 .
6Here, we do not distinguish possible dierent proper orders of the coordinates.
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, a = (α, g) ,
where ξ^α obey the equation
ξ^αfα  0 , (88)
and ξ^g is a set of arbitrary LO. Since the functions f have the canonical form (5), any
solution of the equation (88) is presented by trivial generators of the form








0jkα = −ukαjlα0 , (89)
where ulα
0jkα are arbitrary antisymmetric LF. To demonstrate that we present the gen-
erators ξ^α as ξ^α =
PK
k=0 ξ
αkdk/dtk , where ξαk are some LF. Then, in the equation
(88), we pass from the variables qα[k], qg[l], k, l = 0, 1, ... to ones qα[kα], f
[l]
α , qg[l],
kα = 0, 1, ..., lα − 1, l = 0, 1, ... . Such a variable change is not singular. In terms of
the new variables, the equation (88) reads
KX
k=0
ξαkf [k]α = 0 , K <1 .








0jkα = −ukαjlα0 .
Now we can write the general solution of the equation (87) as:










ulbjkadkdtk, ulbjka = −ukajlb. (90)
Let b = (α0, g0) , a = (α, g) in (90) . Then ulg
0jkα, ulα
0jkg = −ukgjlα0 and ulg0jkg are arbitrary
LF (e.g., they can be selected to be zero). Indeed, the functions ulg
0jkα and ulg
0jkg do not
enter the expressions for the generators ξ^a. Besides, terms with ulα
0jkg aect only the
generators ξ^g, which are arbitrary by the construction. Respectively, the general solution
of the equation (83) reads:








g ) , (91)
and
R^atriv = ξ^
b
trivV^
a
b =
X
k,l
h
dldtl

V^ cb Fc
i
ulbjkddkdtkV^ ad =
X
k,l
(
dldtlFb

T lbjkadkdtk ,
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